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Specialist in Cured-In-Place-Pipe Rehabilitation Technology
320 Raccuglia Drive, LaSalle, IL 61301 - 1-888-960-1674 or 815-220-0396 - sales@fastpipelining.com

ABOUT US

Rick Fast, President/Owner has been in the Cure-In-Place-Pipe (CIPP) lining industry for over 30
years. His experiences with resin systems coated felt materials and various installation methods
constitute a wealth of knowledge, which makes him uniquely qualified in the design and fabrication of
equipment for the CIPP Industry to meet the needs of the 21st Century. Over the years Fast Pipe
Lining, Inc. has assisted numerous municipalities and industrial businesses in the repair of their aging
infrastructure.
Fast Pipe Lining, Inc. has a full fabrication and machine shop, where we produce Air Inverters varying
from 3” to 96”, along with innovations in the wet-out process. Our Fabrication shop can assist
customers with custom-built equipment, such as Refrigeration Trucks, Boiler Trucks, Carousel Trailers,
etc.
With our Robotics Division, the staff can assist in the troubleshooting and repairs of the Robotic
Cutters/Camera Systems.
Fast Pipe Lining, Inc. can help you find a solution to complete your pipe rehabilitation project.
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS
3"-8" CONTINUOUS AIR INVERTER
Great for mainline 3"-8" Cured-In-Place-Pipe (CIPP) lining. Inverts/shoots up to 8" CIPP
liners. Shoots 3" liner with additional fittings. The unit will air invert the liner then steam
cures without dropping air pressure within the liner. (375CFM min)
SKU# AI-3800

Included:
* Adjustable Tongue and includes Adjustable Leg set.
* 2" NPT Main Inlet
* 4", 6", 8" Liner Adapter Cans
* (3) 3"-8" Felt Gaskets - Needed for the Shooter.
* (2) Circular Metal Clamp - Needed to secure the liner adapter to the Shooter.
* A-Station - Helps control the pressure during the liner installation process. It has 2"
main, 2" auxiliary Air Connections with (2) Alkota connections (please specify fittings).
* Liner Lubrication System includes (2) 1/4" Air Hose, Air Tank, and Lubricator, needed
during the liner inversion process.
* Pressure Lubricating Tank with valve, regulator, connection hose, and sprayer head, used
with Mineral Oil to lubricate the liner during the inversion process.
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE. ASK FOR MORE DETAILS.
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS
6"-12" CONTINUOUS AIR INVERTER
Great for mainline 6"-12" CIPP lining. Inverts/shoots up to 12" CIPP liners. Shoots 3" & 4"
liner with additional fittings (see opts below). The Unit will air invert the liner then steam
cures without dropping air pressure within the liner. (375CFM min)
SKU# AI-61200

Included:
* Adjustable Tongue (2) sets
* Adjustable Leg set with wheels
* Plexiglass splatter shield
* 2" NPT Main Inlet
* 6", 8", 10",12" liner adapter cans
* (4) 6-12 Felt Gaskets - Needed for the Shooter.
* (2) Circular Metal Clamp - Needed to secure the liner adapter to the Shooter.
* A-Station - Helps control the pressure during the liner installation process. It has 2"
main, 2" auxiliary Air Connections with (2) Alkota connections (please specify fittings).
* Liner Lubrication System includes (2) 1/4" Air Hose, Air Tank, and Lubricator, needed
during the liner inversion process.
* Pressure Lubricating Tank with valve, regulator, connection hose & sprayer head,
used with Mineral Oil to lubricate the liner during the inversion process.
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE. ASK FOR MORE DETAILS.
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS
6"-18" CONTINUOUS AIR INVERTER
Great for mainline 6"-18" CIPP lining. Inverts/shoots up to 18" CIPP liners. Shoots 4" liner
with additional fittings. The Unit will air invert the liner then steam cures without dropping
air pressure within the liner. (375CFM min)
SKU# AI-61800

Included:
* Adjustable Tongue (3) sets
* Adjustable Leg set with wheels
* 4 Locking positions on stands
* Plexiglass splatter shield
* 3" NPT Main Inlet
* 6", 8", 10",12", 15"/18" Liner Adapter Cans
* (5) 6"-18" Felt Gaskets - Needed for the Shooter.
* (2) Circular Metal Clamp - Needed to secure the liner adapter to the Shooter.
* A-Station - Helps control the pressure during the liner installation process. It has 2"
main, 2" auxiliary Air Connections with (2) Alkota connections (please specify fittings).
* Liner Lubrication System includes (2) 1/4" Air Hose, Air Tank, and Lubricator, needed
during the liner inversion process.
* Pressure Lubricating Tank with valve, regulator, connection hose & sprayer head,
used with Mineral Oil to lubricate the liner during the inversion process.
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE. ASK FOR MORE DETAILS.
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS
30 SERIES AIR INVERTER
The unit will air invert/shoot up to 30" CIPP liner.
SKU# AI-1830

Key Features to appreciate for any liner inversion:
* 110V Power over Hydraulics (noiseless during installation).
* (2) Hydraulic Rams that move simultaneously on the pinch point.
* Pressure Reader to fine-tune the pinch point, no measuring tape needed.
* (4) Independent Hydraulic Powered Legs that extend 36 inches.
* (2) Hydraulic Clamping Bars to secure the liner to the unit.
* Powered Roller with forward/reverse controlled features to guide the liner.
* (3) Heavy Duty 4.80 /4.00-8 Tires - One tire swivels and rotates with the Handle,
while the other two tires only rotate.
* (1) 110V Winch is for turning the liner remotely.
* Built-in 3" A-Station with 2" dump. This built-in equipment helps control the
pressure during the liner installation process.
The combination of all the special features within this Air Inverter is guaranteed to take
the labor out of any CIPP lining.
* Add-On (must have to keep constant pressure on the liner)
(Double Gland) Hydraulic Ram powered pinch point with a control valve, and second
pressure point reader.
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE. ASK FOR MORE DETAILS.
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS
60 SERIES AIR INVERTER
The unit air inverts/shoots up to a 60” CIPP liner. This is a titled unit that allows
adjustments during the liner inversion process. The combination of all the special features
within this Air Inverter is guaranteed to take the labor out of any CIPP lining.
SKU# AI-1860

Key Features to appreciate for any liner inversion:
* 5hp Honda Engine
* (4) Hydraulic Rams that move simultaneously on the
Pinch Point.
* Pressure Reader to fine-tune the pinch point, no
measuring tape needed.
* (4) Independent Hydraulic Powered Legs that extend 54
inches.
* (2) Hydraulic Clamping Bars to secure the liner to the
unit.
* Powered Roller with forward/reverse controlled
features to guide the liner.
* 7500 lb. axle with springs.
* (1) 12V Winch for turning the liner remotely.
* Built-in 3" A-Station with 2" dump. This built-in
equipment helps control the pressure during the liner
installation process.
* Tow package with Electric Brakes, Pintle Hitch, LED Lights,
License Plate Lights.
* Add-On (must have to keep constant pressure on the liner)
(Double Gland) Hydraulic Ram powered pinch point with a
control valve, and second pressure point reader.
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE. ASK FOR MORE
DETAILS.
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS
96 SERIES AIR INVERTER
The unit air inverts/shoots up to a 96” CIPP liner. This is a titled unit that allows
adjustments during the liner inversion process. The combination of all the special features
within this Air Inverter is guaranteed to take the labor out of any CIPP lining.
SKU# AI-1896
Key Features to appreciate for any liner inversion:
* 5hp Honda Engine
* (4) Hydraulic Rams that move
simultaneously on the Pinch Point.
* Pressure Reader to fine-tune the pinch
point, no measuring tape needed.
* (4) Independent Hydraulic Powered Legs
that extend 54 inches.
* (2) Hydraulic Clamping Bars to secure
the liner to the unit.
* Powered Roller with forward/reverse
controlled features to guide the liner.
* 7500 lb. axle with springs.
* (1) 12V Winch for turning the liner
remotely.
* Built-in 3" A-Station with 2" dump. This built-in equipment
helps control the pressure during the liner installation process.
* Tow package with Electric Brakes, Pintle Hitch, LED Lights,
License Plate Lights.
* Add-On (must have to keep constant pressure on the liner)
(Double Gland) Hydraulic Ram powered pinch point with a
control valve, and second pressure point reader.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE. ASK FOR MORE DETAILS.
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES
A-Station - Helps control the pressure during the liner
installation process. It has 2" main, 2" auxiliary Air Connections
with (2) Alkota connections (please specify fittings).
SKU# ASTA-0302SS

B-Steam Stations - 2" - Helps
control the pressure during the
curing process.
SKU# B2ALBOX

B-Station - Steam Sample Box - Fast and easy to cure CIPP flat
plate samples to prepare CIPP samples for testing. This unit
connects between the liner and the "B" Steam Station. Includes
(1) Set of 15" by 15" Sample Holder Plates. Additional Sample
Plate Holders are also available. Sample Plate Spacers - 4.5mm,
6.0mm, 7.5mm, 9mm, 12mm, and 15mm, including any custom
sizes upon request are also available. 3" Inlet & Outlet Camlock
Connections, Digital Read-Out Thermocouple Meter, Waterproof
Accessory Storage Case. Pneumatic Tires.
SKU# BSSB-000000
Mini Steam Generator Unit - Perfect for small diameter
Cured-In-Place-Pipe (CIPP) lining installations. This
portable unit produces dry steam and is great for liners
from 4” to 12” up to 200 feet long. Very compact and has
low power requirements making it perfect when limited
workspace is available.
Being a compact unit, it produces desired dry
steam for curing liners, portability, and
minimal power requirements, making it ideal
for Lateral Cured-In-Place-Pipe lining work
where limited workspace is available.
* (1) steamer 4" to 12" x 200'
* (2) steamers 4"-12" x 300'
* (3) steamers 4" - 12" x 400'
SKU# MSG0-000000
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES
Steam Cap

Steam Cap 3in-12in, Gasket
and Circular Clamp Complete
Kit- These three items are used
together especially to
disconnect the shooter to cook
the liner, and also used for blind
shots.
SKU# SCK0-312000

Steam Cap 3in-12in - Disconnect the Shooter to cook
the liner
SKU #SC00-312000

Steam Back Cap w/sliding pipe 2” this Steam Cap replaces the use of
a B Steam Station
SKU# SBCS-020000
6"-18" End Steam Can - They are used for the B station if
no stab pipe is used.
4" - SKU# ESC0-040000 10" - SKU# ESC0-010000
6" - SKU# ESC0-060000 12" - SKU# ESC0-012000
8" - SKU# ESC0-080000 15"-18" - SKU# ESC0-001518

Steam / Air Adapter - Fittings are available in 2"-3"
SKU# SAAF-020000/SAAF-030000

Steam Back Cap w/sliding pipe 3” this Steam Cap replaces the use of
a B Steam Station
SKU# SBCS-030000

Steam Air Adapter - Fittings with
internal lay flat connection are available
in 2"-3"
SKU# SALF-020000/SALF-030000
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES
Steam Hose 2in x 20ft with Camlock Fitting
SHCL-022000
Steam Hose 3in x 20ft with Camlock Fitting
SHCL-032000

1" Steam Hose with 1" Boss Ground Joint Fittings
You will need one for each Mini Steamer Generator Unit.
SKU# SHBF-010000
2" Steam Hose w/ 2" Boss Ground Joint Fittings
(2) are required for the A-Station for up to 12" lining.
(1) for the A-Station to the Shooter and 1 for the Air
Compressor. (Optional)
SKU# SHBF-020000
3" Steam Hose w/ 3" Boss Ground Joint Fittings
(2) are required for the A-Station for up to 12" lining.
(1) for the A-Station to the Shooter and 1 for the Air
Compressor. (Optional)
SKU SHBF-030000

1/4" Back Pressure Fittings
BPF0-140000
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES

Liner Adapter - They are used for installing the various
liners. Available sizes 3”-18”. Sold individually or as sets.
3" - SKU# LA00-300000
10" - SKU#LA00-100000
4" - SKU# LA00-400000
12" - SKU# LA00-120000
6" - SKU# LA00-500000
15"-18" - SKU# LA00-151800
8" - SKU# LA00-800000

3"-8" / 6"-12" / 6"-18" Air Inverter/Shooter Top
Felt Gaskets - Sold individually or in sets.
3"-8" - SKU# AIFG-3800S3
6"-12" - SKU# AIFG-6120S4
6"-18" - SKU# AIFG-6180S4

3”-8” Air Inverter / Shooter -Flapper Door
Rubber Plate
SKU# SFDP-380000

6”-12” / 6”-18” Air Inverter / Shooter -Base
Gasket
SKU# SBG0-612618
6”-12” / 6”-18” Air Inverter / Shooter Flapper Door Rubber Plate
SKU# SFDP-612000/SFDP-618000
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES
2" Stab/Stinger Pipes without B-Station - It has 2" ball valve, push handles & 2" male C.L.
Optional: Used for steam discharge and is used with 3"-8" or 6"-12" Liner Clamp.
SKU# SP02-000000
3" Stab/Stinger Pipes without B-Station - It has 3" ball valve, push handles & 3" male C.L.
Optional: Used for steam discharge and is used with 3"-8" or 6"-12" Liner Clamp.

SKU# SP03-000000

2" Stab/Stinger Pipes with B-Station - Comes with steam pressure gauge fittings. These
are needed for use with 3"-8" or 6"-12" Liner Clamp.

SKU# SP02-BS0000

3" Stab/Stinger Pipes with B-Station - Comes with steam
pressure gauge fittings. These are needed for use with 3"-8"
or 6"-12" Liner Clamp.
SKU# SP03-BS0000

Clean-Out Shoe - Helps with liner direction. Comes with two extension rods and three shoe sizes 3", 4", and 6".
SKU# COS0-346000
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES

Liner Lubrication System includes (2) 1/4" Air Hose, Air Tank,
and Lubricator, it is needed during the liner inversion process.
SKU# LLS0-000000

Mineral Oil - 5-gallon container - Used
with the Pressure Lube Tank to lubricate
the liner during the inversion process.
SKU# MO00-500000

Pressure Lubricating Tank with valve,
regulator, connection hose & sprayer head.
Used with Mineral Oil to lubricate the liner
during the inversion process.
SKU# PLT0-000000

Milwaukee M18 Switch Tank with 4 Gallon Back Pack Sprayer
Modified with battery and charger (strongly recommend excellent for larger liner lubrication).
SKU# MM18-400000
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES

Liner Adapter Clamp - Secures the liner to the Liner Adapter
Can. Available sizes 4”-18”. Sold individually or in sets.
4" - SKU#LACO-040000
6" - SKU#LACO-060000
8" - SKU#LACO-080000
10" - SKU#LACO-100000
12" - SKU#LACO-120000
15"-18" - SKU#LACO-151800

Circular Metal Clamp - Attaches the Liner Adapter Can
to the Air Inverter/Shooter.
SKU# CMC0-031200

Circular Clamp Gasket -Fits inside the female
clamping system inside of the air inverter.
SKU# CCG0-618000

Chain Vise Grips with Extended Chain
Two are needed to secure the liner to the Liner Adapter.
SKU# CVGE-000000
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AIR INVERTERS/SHOOTERS ACCESSORIES

Bander Heavy Duty - For securing/banding the liner to
the Shooter, End Steam Cans, and for connecting the
liners together to cook as one. (Optional)
SKU# BND0-000000

Banding Wire 3/4" 304 Stainless Steel 100' roll used for banding liner to Air Inverter/Shooter.
SKU# SSB0-075100

Buckles & Screws - Used for banding. (Available in packages of 25)
SKU# BS00-000000

Coupling Wrench
SKU# BS00-000000

T-Handle 5/32" - Used for banding.
SKU# THX0-523000
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DIGITAL PROCESS DATA LOGGER & ACCESSORIES
Fast Pipe’s revolutionary Digital Process Data Logger takes lining to the 21st century by eliminating
manual paper logs and changing this monitoring process to having a device that electronically
converting all data monitoring and records of the pressure/temperature made available to your phone or
tablet. Our Digital Process Data Logger offers you peace of mind with an option to store every specified
lining data to your desired storage location (any device or the Cloud), and giving you the ability to
produce a pdf printout to have available for accountability to present documents on the accuracy and
reliability for each Cured-In-Place-Pipe (CIPP) lining project!
Our field crew has tested our Data Logger for almost a year on many of our liners on various CIPP lining
projects. We are proud to introduce our Data Logger to the CIPP market as it has been effective for us
during our liner installations. We know it will stop the bad liners that you face during your liner curing
process because of the improper application of temperature or pressure.
During the liner inversion for the monitoring of the curing process, simply connect the sensors to your
“A” and “B” Steam Stations to monitor the steam pressure, and temperature. ¼” NPT connection
connects to all lining processes, from MH-MH, T liner, Lateral, spot repair, and for Plug monitoring. The
sensor has alarm set points. Wireless data recorder, no con-fusing wiring to figure out. Long battery
life.
Free Application Download is available to iOS Apple or Android Smart Phone or tablets.
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DIGITAL PROCESS DATA LOGGER & ACCESSORIES
We have you covered! Here is how detailed our Digital Data Logger is:
·The app allows the operator to set the information for the types of application such as Manhole to
Manhole, T-Liner, Lateral, Spot Repair, most importantly plug monitoring during the line inversion
process.
·The data logged includes the Project number, Username, the Company, and location.
·The app allows detailed input on the type of host pipe, diameter, liner thickness in millimeters, length
of the liner, USMH#, and DSMH#.
·CIPP Liner Details – Manufacturer Liner /Tube #
·CIPP Resin Details including Resin Type, Manufacture, Resin # and Resin Batch #
·Liner Pressure and Cure Pressure.
·The operator can also set the gauge display’s minimum and maximum Pressure on the app, and both
the upper and lower alarm values.
·The app also allows the operator to monitor numerous
Data Loggers that are selected simultaneously.
·Along with multiple viewing, the app will allow the
operator to view two devices side by side to observe
such as the “A” and “B” Station as an example.
1.“A” Steam Station registers the Pressure
2.“B” Steam Station registers the Temperature
·After connecting the Data Logger Sensor to either steam stations, open your app allowing your sensor
to sync with the device via Bluetooth®, configure the data logger, fill in the project data, and start the
logging session.
·1% accuracy.
·Our Bluetooth® Wireless Data Logger Sensor has long battery life.
2019 WWETT Show
Fast Pipe's Digital Data Logger Demonstration
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DIGITAL PROCESS DATA LOGGER & ACCESSORIES
Digital Data Logger Device
SKU# DLD0-000000
Digital Data Logger Cable Kit with Tablet - Includes (1) Ruggedized Tablet, (1) Digital
Data Logger Device, (1) Temperature Probe M5 x 5ft x 1/4 in NPT, (1) Cable M5 x 6ft w/2
Prongs, (1) Extension Cable w/ 2 Prongs x 50ft, (25) Disposable Temperature Probes w/2
Prongs x 5 ft You may use your phone for data logging, but a phone has to locate the
sensor every time your phone goes into sleep mode.
SKU# DLBTP-000K1T
Digital Data Logger Cable Kit without Tablet - Includes (1) Digital Data Logger Device, (1)
Temperature Probe M5 x 5ft x 1/4 in NPT, (1) Cable M5 x 6ft w/2 Prongs, (1) Extension Cable w/ 2
Prongs x 50ft, (25) Disposable Temperature Probes w/2 Prongs x 5 ft . You may use your phone for
data logging, but a phone has to locate the sensor every time your phone goes into sleep mode.
SKU# DLBTP-000K2

Digital Data Logger Tablet
SKU# DLT0-000001
Data Logger Cable with M5 Connector 50ft
SKU# DLM5-500000
Data Logger - (1) M5 x 6ft w/2 prong connection - M5 Cable hooks up to Sensor
SKU# DLM5-62PC00
Data Logger Temperature Probes (Thermistors) x 5ft w/2 Prong (Disposable - Set of 25)
SKU# DLTP-5P2S25
Data Logger Temperature Probe M5 x 5ft x 1/4in NPT
SKU# DLTP-M55014
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WET-OUT EQUIPMENT
Mini Motorized & Digital Wetout Table for 2"-12" liners
SKU#MWRT-212000

This is wetout table has (2) key safety features
that keep the operator completely safe.
Doors are constructed with plexiglass &
lightweight aluminum with built-in bottom
rollers to allow the slug of resin to pass
thru the table & keep the operator’s hands
out of the pinch area. The doors are built
with safety switches that cut the power
when raised up.
The rollers are wrapped with a silicone grip
material that allows the liner to be pulled
thru the gap setting area for a precise
thickness finish. The gap setting is controlled by a handwheel that is attached to an encoder
which displays the gap setting on a digital display.
he Wetout Table doors are plexiglass & lightweight aluminum with built-in bottom rollers to
allow the resin sludge to pass thru the table and keep the operator's hand out of the pinch area.
• The safety switches can cut the power when either door is opened and raised.
• The rollers are wrapped with a silicone grip material allowing the liner to be pulled thru the gap
setting area for a precise finish.
• The digital counter allows you to set the gap and record the footage of the liner as it passes
through the roller.
Vacuum Pump - Heavy Duty
SKU#VPHD-000000
Vacuum Pump Unit: Perfect for small diameter cured-in-place
pipe installations. 110V powered (20 amp draw) (2) filter
elements with (2) 3/4" vacuum hoses with suction cups with 3/4"
valves. (4) wheel cart with holders for hose & 25' extension cord.
SKU#VPU0-000000
ADD-ON: For Vacuum Pump - FULL SET ACCESSORIES:
(1) PVC 3"/4" caps, (1) 100' vac hose, (1) 1/4" close nipples,
(1) valves, (1) clamps.
SKU#VPAK-000000
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WET-OUT EQUIPMENT
Large Motorized & Digital Wetout Roller Table for 4" to 60" liners
SKU#MWRT-260000

Wetout Table System is a (3) three-phase electric over hydraulic, for wetout up to 60″ pipe
diameter liners, and it has a gap setting digital readout. It has a powered conveyor belt with a set
of powered rollers mounted at the elevated end as this helps the resin to saturate the liner as it is
fed through a set of calibrated rollers to distribute the resin evenly. The gap setting rollers are tied
together to ensure precise resin saturation without air pockets, patches of dry liner, and rolls out a
wrinkle-free liner.
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WET-OUT EQUIPMENT
Fast Pipe Patch Repair Kit is designed to permanently repair most pipes including copper, steel,
plastic, cast iron, cement, clay, or rubber. FAST Pipe Patch Repair is a point repair also known as
sectional re-pair technology used for CIPP installations or as a single-use application over offset
joints, damaged siphons or pipe separations, etc.
It is designed to meet E80 and H20 load ratings for use beneath railways and highways. The pipe
patch repair system consists of a specially designed glass-reinforced fabric and 2-part (Part A and
Part B) ambient-cure silicate resin.
Pipe size range: 2” – 48” in diameter up to 15' in length. For continuous defects, the repairs can
be overlapped.

PATCH KIT SIZES:
• Patch Kit 4in x 2ft
• Patch Kit 4in x 4ft
• Patch Kit 6in x 2ft
• Patch Kit 6in x 4ft
• Patch Kit 8in x 2ft
• Patch Kit 8in x 4ft
• Patch Kit 8in x 5ft

SKU# PK00-42000
SKU# PK00-44000
SKU# PK00-62000
SKU# PK00-64000
SKU# PK00-82000
SKU# PK00-84000
SKU# PK00-85000

• Patch Kit 10in x 2ft
• Patch Kit 10in x 4ft
• Patch Kit 12in x 2ft
• Patch Kit 12in x 4ft
• Patch Kit 15in x 2ft
• Patch Kit 15in x 4ft
• Patch Kit 18in x 2ft
• Patch Kit 18in x 4ft

SKU# PK00-102000
SKU# PK00-104000
SKU# PK00-122000
SKU# PK00-124000
SKU# PK00-152000
SKU# PK00-154000
SKU# PK00-182000
SKU# PK00-184000

NOTE: Custom size patch kits are also available upon request only. Call for more information, pricing
and availability.
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WET-OUT EQUIPMENT
Bladder, Push Rod, and Reel - To complete your pipe restoration with a Fast Pipe Patch kit, you
need a bladder, pushrod and reel to assist the patch through to the damaged pipe.
Push-In-Place (PIP) Reel
SKU # PKPIP-RS3462
3”-4” packer for 2’ Pipe Patch Repairs
SKU # PKPKR-342000
4"-6” packer for 2’ Pipe Patch Repairs
SKU # PKPKR-462000

Liner and Resin
We sell liners in rolls and resin by the bucket or tote.

We can impregnate the liner with the resin and deliver it to
your business or project site in a refrigerated truck.
All you have to do is contact us, fill out a project form and let
us know about your project: Pipe diameter, length of the
pipe, and the type of resin you wish to saturate the liner for
you. Our turnaround time for order and delivery can be as
soon as 24 hr. (provided we have all supplies in stock).
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PLUGS
Pipe Plugs
A Pipe Plug is used to seal the gravity pipeline, and
to be able to perform a pipeline leak test.
Available in multiple sizes and operating pressures.

Steam Process Plugs
Steam Process Plugs have Stainless Steel body
construction, and the rubber part is reinforced by
Kevlar cords to operate heavy site conditions. his
makes the products durable and CIPP contractors can
easily handle them in the manhole.
Available in multiple sizes and pressure

Flow-Thru Plugs
Flow-Thru Pipe Plug is great for a temporary seal or to
stop the flow of liquid in a pipeline. They are great
for air or water leak testing, blocking, or by-pass
flow, allowing sewer flow through the plug for
diversion or a bypass. Keep the water and sewage
lines working properly while you do your work with
these flow thru pipe plugs
Available in multiple sizes and operating pressures.
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PLUGS
Flow-Thru Point Repair Plugs
Flow-Thru Point Repair Plugs are used to repair pipelines while bypassing the flow through its
bypass connection. They are ideal when you need to reline a single section of a pipeline without
stopping the flow.

Available in multiple sizes and operating pressures.

Smart Plugs

Do you want to seal or test your pipeline, but you are afraid the pipe plug won’t hold the required back
pressure?
Are you wondering about the back pressure the Pipe Plug can withstand in your different applications?
Do you need a monitoring system to warn you once the backpressure exceeds the maximum value or
when the Pipe Plug inflation pressure drops?
Call us for all plug pricing..
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ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS
CCTV INSPECTION TOOLS
If you are looking for assistance in finding the best value for CIPP equipment for your next CIPP lining project,
we have the right suggestions for the right tools to get your job done professionally and seamlessly. With over
25 years of experience and a skilled sales force, we can assist you with state-of-the-art CCTV inspections
tools such as motorized cable reels, crawlers, sewer cameras, drain cameras, or any other pipe inspection
cameras. We can also assist with other lateral tracking tools, manhole inspection, joint pressure testing tools,
jetting systems, and other robotic cutting tools and accessories.

CUTTING TOOLS
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PUSH CAMERA
Push Camera - It is an affordable push sewer inspection camera. It is a simple, affordable push
camera inspection system that is easy to setup and operate. It is designed for light to moderate use.
SKU# PCPT-368800
• Pan and Tilt Color Camera with a Sapphire Lens 18 White LED lights
• 360 Degree Camera Rotation
• 200' Heavy Push Rod (Available in 300’ and 400’)
• 10” LCD Color Monitor 800 x 600 Pixel
• USB Recording with built-in Microphone
• Mini QWERTY Keyboard for text input
• 3 Wheeled Centering skids for larger diameter pipes
• Remote Control
• 110 VAC or onboard LI-ION Battery
• Multi-function case for keyboard, monitor, and storage
• 15’ Monitor cable
• Accessories include 2 Camera Head Lenses Replacement Covers, O-rings,
• Spanner wrench, and Power Adapter & Battery Charger
• Operating Temps -4⁰ F to 131⁰ F
• Replacement Camera Heads are available
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ROBOTIC CUTTER MILLING TOOLS & BITS
We carry all types of Sewer Robotics cutting bits and
accessories that attach to your robot to help fat & grease, root
balls, cross-bores, scaling & tuberculation, calcium & mineral
deposits, and accidentally dumped cement, grout or concrete.
Cutting Ball available in 2” and 3” - In M14 or 5/8 UNC

Ball Milling Cutter - used for: CIPP Liner, Root Re-moval, Cutting PVC
Ball Milling Cutter for removing Lateral and Obstacles.

Granulated Diamond Ball/Bit/Disk
Brushes

Adapter for Mounting Brushes

Thread Tool Extension available in 1”, 2” and 3”

We carry various tools and cutting accessories for IMS, Schwalm, ProKasro, IBG, etc.
Call for availability and pricing.
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REINSTATEMENT TOOLS
Dynabrade Trytek System

Upgrade your cutters. Our replacement tools work with:
Cues
Bowman
Aires
Trytek

Your tools last longer with quality replacement parts by Fast Pipe Lining Inc. We have
the knowledge, the qualified staff and the right tools!
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TRUCKS & TRAILERS BUILD
All Fast Pipe Lining Trucks and Trailers are specifically designed for the Cured-InPlace-Pipe (CIPP) lining industry.
STEAM/ BOILER TRUCK

Hot Water Boiler/Steam Trucks are specifically designed for the CIPP lining industry. These boilers are
built with 6" input/output water connections for maintaining high water flow through the boiler with
special backpressure restrictions and water circulation at higher flow for better heat distribution.

28' STEAM BOILER TRUCK
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TRUCKS & TRAILERS BUILD
LINER LOADING CONVEYOR TRAILER

Refrigerated Liner Unloader Trailer Unit is suitable for hauling liners from 18" and larger diameter. It has
a hydraulic conveyor system to load and unload cured liners. Support Truck is a single axle box truck
with a hydraulic lift gate or tandem axle trailer that is required to transport equipment to and from the
worksite. The support truck normally carries the shooter, gas-powered portable pumps, suction hoses,
bypass discharge hoses, generators, fittings, traffic control signs, safety cones, hydrant hoses, cutting
tools, confined space entry safety equipment & ropes, small hand tools & consumables. The Support
truck is a mobile warehouse, required at every installation site.

53' LINER LOADING
CONVEYOR TRAILER

Two ways to control the carousel forward and
backward:
1. Manually - Using the levers at the back of
the loading truck.
2. Using a hand-held wireless remote control
system.
Maximum load capacity. The conveyor has enough power to lift & pull 10,000 pounds of the liner.
48" x 48" plastic Pallets to cover the flooring that keeps the liners from falling over.
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Specialist in Cured-In-Place-Pipe Rehabilitation Technology

CONTACT US
We are committed to offering great customer
service. You get quality products at a great price.

For more information on our products or
services contact us at:
sales@fastpipelining.com
or
call 815-220-0396
visit us at www.fastpipelining.com
Keeping your project in mind and helping you work with the right tools.
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